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 Intuitive application that guides the user while browsing. 

 Quick display of the requested material with few information.

 Filtered contents according to the user requests.
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In the new system all data are subdivided according to the hierarchy:

BRAND NAME / PRODUCT / MODEL / ELECTRONICS.
(I.E. LONATI/MEN SINGLE CYLINDER / GK SERIES/ GK615S/SK2014).

Guided by the drop-down menu the user will have to select the desired model / 
electronics. The system, in dynamic mode, will display all the material related to this 
machine in one single box (Software Eprom, Driver Graphitron, Documentation).HIERARCHY
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In the existing Lonati system we often fi nd it diffi cult to identify which software 
should be used for a given machine because the names do not always match, i.e. we 
have a commercial name for the machine, a name for the graphitron driver and a 
name for the Eprom software.

ES: MAGL616F  COMMERCIAL NAME.
       G616 GRAPHITRON DRIVER NAME.
       GL616CTE EPROM SOFTWARE NAME.

In the LonatiDRM a relation between these three elements has now been created 
so that the user can have all the information necessary to fi nd the desired material.
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In the new system all the data are linked to each other to each release are linked all 
the release related to it.

Example: if a specifi c version of Eprom Software is selected while browsing, the 
system will present a link for all the matchable versions of the Driver Graphitron as 
well as any related documentation or other related software.
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LONATI NEW WEB BROWSING

WEB

A

Lonati Area Software Download GR6 and GR5

A

B

Software Download (Boot, manager password, Clear, etc.)B

C

Hardware components Driver Dowload (Hardlock, Extra fi le)C

D

Documentation Download (Electrical, mechanical, software)D

E

Browsing: once you have selected the machine’s model the system will display the list 
of the resources to it related (Graphitron Software, Eprom Software, Documentation)

E
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NUOVA NAVIGAZIONE SU SUPPORTO FISICO USB

SUPPORTO FISICO


